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Future Loops is proud to present "Total Chill Out" , a massive 
collection of smokey breaks , jazzy riffs and chilled loops ! 
 
"Total Chill Out" is much more than a sample library , it's a 
mesmerizing journey that crosses the Downtempo realm with 
a spacey Hip Hop feel  where you'll discover lounge melodies 
, mystical licks and velvety head nodding grooves that will 
make your tracks light up in pure weed smoking delight ! 
 
It's a beast ! with over 10.000 samples "Total Chill Out" is dream 
tool for all Hip Hop , Downtempo , Film & TV composers" 
 
"Total Chill Out" features over 10 GB of ultra-chilled samples from 
mpc style beats and tribal percussion to vinyl chords and ambient 
fx , from jazz bass , sensuous vocals and synth gems to dusty 
rhodes , lush pads or retro trumpets all masterfully produced with 
the coolness knob in override mode !   With 1000's of vintage keys 
, lo-fi breaks , old-school and phat drums, fresh bass lines , 
luscious strings , 70's flute licks , magical percussive elements and 
more this collection is a breakbeat treasure of sinful indulgence 
and trippin gems ! 
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//THE DRUMS 
Including full drum loops , kick only loops and no-kick loops ; from mpc style beats to old 
school breaks , from phat drops to laid-back sexy grooves the drum folder is a super-sized 
resource of never-ending Hip Hop artifacts  ! 
 
//THE PERCUSSION 
Including rhythmic fx , ambient percussive patterns and tribal drums there are 100's of 
swinging percussion loops to provide drumming depth and life to your tracks ! 
 
//THE BASS 
From deep or sub-sonic to funked up or jazzy , from acoustic or electronic to analog or 
upright ! 100's of booming low-end goodness loops ! 
 
//THE CHORDS & PADS 
From deluxe pads to crackling rhodes , from tender pianos to opulent strings the chords 
folder is a sumptuous feast of luxurious ready-to-sample progressions ! 
 
//THE SYNTHS 
Including glassy arpeggios , spaced out compositions , warm melodies , stunning leads and 
contemplating bells .. 100's of spiritually induced visions ! 
 
//THE WIND INSTRUMENTS 
Including jazzy saxophones , retro flutes and lounge trumpets ! 100's of soulful licks and 
vinyl riffs ( from live to programmed , from dry to wet ) ! 
 
//THE VOCALS 
Including sexy phrases , inviting hooks , fascinating chants , whispers and stutters  ! 
 
//THE FX 
Featuring bubbling textures , white-noise builds , ambient drones and unearthly drops ! 
 
//THE ONE-SHOTS 
With over 6500 one-shots  "Total Chill Out" offers you Kicks , Snares , Claps , Hats , 
Cymbals , Percussion , Rim , Shakers , Chords , Trumpet , Sax , Flute samples and much 
more ! 
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The icing on the sample cake ? These samples and loops are all 100% Royalty-Free just waiting 
for you to use them on your next Downtempo/Hip Hop tune  , multimedia project or to compose a 
chilled out score for Film & TV ! 
 
How about the Tempos  ? Loops cover the following tempos :80 , 85 , 90 , 95 , 100 , 105 and 110 
BPM . So yeah.. Future Loops has got you covered ! 
 
What Formats Are Available ? The loops come perfectly edited as acidized WAV and are also 
offered in REX for easy tempo control ; the one-shots are provided in WAV format ( compatible 
with 99% of audio software and hardware ) 
 
Here is a quick overview of what's inside "Total Chill Out" 
 
WAV 
 
3678 Loops 
 
6633 One-Shots 
 
REX 
 
2260 Loops 
 
 
In a word "Total Chill Out" is breathtaking , the ultimate chill out collection ... simply submerge 
yourself in a magic world of ultra-chilled samples and let Future Loops bring you fresh creative 
power at your fingertips !  
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